
BIPARTITE GRAPHS. Once mobility neighborhoods are created and the neighbors to 

each node are known, a bipartite graph can be created. Bipartite graphs are scalable, simple 
structured graphs. They consist of two disjoint sets of nodes, where edges only exist 
connecting one node from each. Our two sets of nodes are the devices themselves and their 
mobility neighborhoods.
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MOTIVATION. The Internet of Things has been well established as the next major 

innovation in the internet and connected devices. Devices in the IoT will create complex 
networks in which the devices have the potential to communicate with one another. How 
can we represent these networks in a simpler manner and be able to find clusters of devices 
that may have the potential to interact? 

MOBILITY NEIGHBORHOODS. Mobility neighborhoods define a radius around the 

devices in a network at a given point in time. Any other device which lie within this radius 
are considered neighbors to the center node. This concept is crucial for creating bipartite 
structure in networks with only one type of node (device), for example, vehicles on a 
highway.

LOUVAIN CLUSTERING. Once a bipartite graph is created for the network, Louvain 

clustering can be used to determine groups of vehicles which have a high modularity, 
meaning that they have a higher number of links inside their own cluster as compared to 
links to other clusters. 

EXPERIMENT. To test this methodology we used a dataset involving vehicles on a 600m 

strip of Highway 101. Data was collected on each vehicle at 0.1s intervals. Mobility 
neighborhoods with a 25m radius were created around each vehicle on the highway at 1s 
intervals. Bipartite graphs and Louvain clusters were therefore also created at 1s intervals.

Total # of Clusters 5108
Mean # of Clusters 7.02
Max # of Clusters 9
Min # of Clusters 2
SD of # of Clusters 1.29

Mean # of Cars per Cluster 17.95
SD of # of Cars per Cluster 6.97
Min # of Cars per Cluster 1
Max # of Cars per Cluster 52

Mean Modularity 0.728

CONCLUSIONS. The vehicles were clustered successfully for the entire 15m period, and 

showed a high average modularity of 0.728. This preliminary testing shows promise for 
utilizing bipartite graphs to simplify complex networks of devices and also cluster them. 


